APPLICATIONS INVITED FOR NON-OFFICIAL ADVISORY BODY

Panaji: July 10, 2019

Asadha 19, 1941

Directorate of Women & Child Development has decided to constitute Non-Official Advisory Body for North and South Goa to assist Special Police Officers in the implementation under section 13 (3) 9b) of the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 in Goa.

For appointment of a member to Non-Official Advisory body, the member should have the qualification of working with children and women in the field of Education, health or welfare activities, or should be practicing professional with a degree in child psychology or psychiatry or social work or sociology or human development or in the field of law or a retired judicial quasi judicial officer retired Government servant.

The services of the member will be called by the Special Police Officers as and when they need to assist in the implementation of Immoral Traffic prevention Act, 1956. The service of the member will be on voluntary basis and he/she will not be entitled to any allowances/honorarium. Member from the residential district will be considered for the constitution of the above body for that particular district (North/South) Goa. knowledge of the Konkani, Marathi, Hindi and English will be preferred.

Person(s) from Non-Government Organization who is interested for appointment as Member for the Non official Advisory Body can submit their application as per the Performa which is available in the office of Directorate of Women & Child Development Office and also on the website www.dwcd.goa.gov.in with 2 copies of colour photographs and self attested copies of all qualification certificates, Birth Certificate and other documents along with names, addresses and contact numbers of two reference of reputed persons in the State should be submitted on or before August 2, 2019.
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